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The Zeelander 5 has four headlights and three bedrooms – a master suite which includes a vanity table, a VIP suite and a guest cabin with bunk
beds (also good for crew).

With a spacious and high-spec interior, a long list of innovative features as standard, excellent performance and three comfortable cabins on board,
the Zeelander 5 is the sport cruiser that has it all. The Zeelander 5’s distinctive exterior is the result of a collaboration between the builder and
renowned Dutch designer Cor D. Rover.

The Zeelander 5 has four headlights and three bedrooms – a master suite which includes a vanity table, a VIP suite and a guest cabin with bunk
beds (also good for crew). It also includes a tender garage to the side of the yacht. This proves especially useful for owners in locations where the
waters are very shallow and it can be hard to get to the dock to reach the places of interest or restaurants you want to visit. A swimming platform is
fitted on the aft of the boat to provide you with easy access to the tender and the water. 

Performance is as important as comfort when it comes to building a Zeelander, and in the Zeelander 5 owners will be more than satisfied with the
outstanding manoeuvrability and impressive speeds of up to 40 knots. The yacht’s construction with a deep-V hull delivers a smooth, seaworthy
ride.

Specification

SpecificationsWith a spacious and high-
spec interior, a long list of innovative features as standard, excellent performance and three comfortable cabins on board, the Z55 is the sport cruiser that has it all. The Z55’s distinctive exterior is the result of a collaboration between the builder and renowned Dutch designer Cor D. Rover.

Hull length 4,95m

Weight 24kg

Length 15-18
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